Viscous-to-viscoelastic transition in phononic crystal and metamaterial band structures.
The dispersive behavior of phononic crystals and locally resonant metamaterials is influenced by the type and degree of damping in the unit cell. Dissipation arising from viscoelastic damping is influenced by the past history of motion because the elastic component of the damping mechanism adds a storage capacity. Following a state-space framework, a Bloch eigenvalue problem incorporating general viscoelastic damping based on the Zener model is constructed. In this approach, the conventional Kelvin-Voigt viscous-damping model is recovered as a special case. In a continuous fashion, the influence of the elastic component of the damping mechanism on the band structure of both a phononic crystal and a metamaterial is examined. While viscous damping generally narrows a band gap, the hereditary nature of the viscoelastic conditions reverses this behavior. In the limit of vanishing heredity, the transition between the two regimes is analyzed. The presented theory also allows increases in modal dissipation enhancement (metadamping) to be quantified as the type of damping transitions from viscoelastic to viscous. In conclusion, it is shown that engineering the dissipation allows one to control the dispersion (large versus small band gaps) and, conversely, engineering the dispersion affects the degree of dissipation (high or low metadamping).